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in the early days, i used punishment and discipline as synonyms. to me, punishment meant spanking (or worse), and discipline meant positive methods to teach children how to behave in the absence of a
physical punishment. like many people who were raised on spanking and punishment, i was taught that my children would be raised properly if i merely told them what to do and kept a spanking waiting in my
purse for the slightest offense. even though my parents had only physically punished my brother and i once, i was afraid of getting a spanking as i grew older and became a parent myself. i found myself in an

awkward place, having to choose between being a loving parent who only used the best possible technique to discipline children or a hard parent who only used corporal punishment. i eventually chose the
latter, but i found that my children would not respond positively to my methods. they seemed to sense that i was using it as a punishment and not as a way to train them. despite my feelings about punishment, i

eventually realized that i couldnt use only positive methods to teach my children how to behave. i had to turn to some form of punishment or else i would raise children who were incapable of controlling their
behavior. to be sure, children need discipline, but that discipline needs to be effective and based on positive teaching. if youve ever seen a mother with a screaming child who suddenly sits down and quietly tells

the child to be quiet, you know that the latter is more effective. if your child cant stay in his chair when you ask him to, you need to give him a timeout. if you need to give a timeout for your child to be able to
listen to you, you need to give a timeout. if your child wants to act out, you need to give a timeout. give him a timeout. stop giving him a timeout! if your child is hitting you, give him a timeout. if he hits his

sister, give him a timeout. he will listen to you if you dont punish him! he isnt going to want to, and he wont listen to you if he thinks that you are going to punish him.
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it is with these thoughts in mind that i offer suggestions for implementing a gentle, safe and
effective form of punishment. when children misbehave, it is their parent who should respond with
firmness. if the child has been warned and will not listen to reason, the parent should be firm and

repeat the warning and discipline. there are times, however, when a parent needs to use a physical
form of discipline to make a point to the child. the key is to be gentle, firm and consistent.

punishments should not be excessive. depending on the child, a light spanking should be sufficient.
it is important to be persistent and not give up after one or two swats. praise should always

accompany punishment. a child should be told what they did was wrong and why they should not
repeat it. children should not be allowed to go unpunished. while a child is small and susceptible to
the effects of punishment, some things may not need to be punished. if a child is old enough, they

may be able to explain what they did was wrong and will not repeat it. for younger children, the goal
should be to teach that if they do something wrong, they will not be allowed to do it again. children

are not machines and do not have a consistent pattern of behaviors. a parent should make sure they
understand that if they do something wrong, they must wait until their next chance to do something

wrong before they are allowed to do it. the effects of corporal punishment are far-reaching. the
american psychological association published a report concluding that corporal punishment has

negative effects on childrens cognitive, emotional, social and physical development. they also found
that corporal punishment is related to a host of negative adult outcomes like substance abuse,

domestic violence, and criminal behavior. the report recommended that corporal punishment be
banned in public schools. 5ec8ef588b
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